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It has been a week since we celebrated Holy Week and Easter - but
Jesus' resurrection, His victory over death, is a truth that we can
rejoice in every day of our lives!
 
What Jesus has accomplished through His sacrifice on the Cross and
His resurrection can never be undone. Through Christ, God has
established a gateway to eternal life with Him that will always remain
open to us, His cherished children. 
 
In the days following His resurrection - when Jesus appeared to His
disciples on the shores of Galilee - He revealed Himself to them
through a miraculous catch of fish (John 21). Here Jesus provided His
friends with sustenance in abundance - a sign of his limitless grace.
 
In the same way, Jesus offers each of us abundant life when we place
our trust in Him (John 10:10). During this time then, let's continue to
fix our eyes upon Jesus, the way, the truth and the life (John 14:6) - for
we are people of the resurrection and alleluia is our song!
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We are People of  the Resurrection

'We are resurrection people, 
and alleluia is our song!'

- St. Augustine 



 
 

Meeting God Where We Are
 
I have a collection of Lilliput Lane houses. They are lovely but need
dusting with care otherwise chimneys tend to get knocked off, I have
discovered. Each spring I take them out into the garden and dust
them with a little brush. This year my spring dusting day was soon
after we went into lockdown. I found myself with my favourite
ornament – a small church – in my hands. In that sunny garden I
started pondering the full-sized churches we are all missing and
thinking about where God is in all this. The following poem started to
take shape. It is also inspired by memories of a little book I used to
love as a child, 'God is Everywhere' by Barbara Burrows.
 
Our God is too big to be contained
Within the walls of tiny churches.
He overflows out into homes and hospitals
Gardens and supermarkets.
He is seen in friendly waves from distant walkers
He shines out through rainbow windows
And in the smiles of helpful neighbours.
God can be overheard 
In loving conversations
On mobile phones and messaging services.
He is felt in the echoing applause
That ripple and roar around our nation.
He is in our working and in our waiting
In our health and in our suffering.
And when we settle down to listen
He sits quietly with us
Gently offering
Comfort, strength
And love everlasting.
 
 - Ruth Compton



Coronavirus has reached Madagascar.
Derek and Jane are thankful for good health and their house on the
cathedral compound. There is a high wall around the compound so
it is not a public thoroughfare. They can meet people on their large

verandah - at an appropriate distance!
 

In a recent letter they say:
 

" We feel cut off, this is unsettling but we know that many are
experiencing the same anxieties. Where do we turn? 

Here are two thoughts: 
 

1..Turning Outwards: Under stress, it is so easy to take the opposite
path of turning inwards. Let us practice gentleness, generosity and

kindness to others even when our movement is restricted. 
 

2. Turning God-wards: As well as our daily Bible reading and prayer,
we are reading a Psalm a day. Often the Psalms speak clearly to our

situation, giving us words to cry out to God and then listening his
reassuring promises".

 
As we continue to pray for Derek and Jane - may their suggestions

for turning Outwards and turning God-wards be part of our daily
walk with Jesus. 

 
 
 

Derek and Jane

B E L O N G  -  B E L I E V E  -  G R O W  -  R E A C H  O U T



Joan's Joke!
 

Some people have asked if they can send money for this via BACS
rather than waiting to bring envelopes when we are back in church. If
you would like to do this, please contact Jean Moksa (Treasurer) for

details and ensure you add your name and 'lent' as a reference.

 
Many congratulations to Melanie and family on the safe arrival of

their first grandchild - it's a boy!
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Why do people laugh
up their sleeves?

...that's where their
funny bone is!

Memory Verse -  1 Peter 1:3

'Praise be to the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ! In his great
mercy he has given us new birth into a living hope through the

resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead'.

Lent Appeal

Good News!

Top Tips for Such a Time as This
 

Do you have any top tips that others might benefit from during this
time? If so, please send your ideas to Jordan and we'll include a

collection in the next edition of The Rock!


